Rate-versus-level functions of primary auditory nerve fibres: evidence for square law behaviour of all fibre categories in the guinea pig.
Detailed measurements of rate-versus-level (RI) functions close to threshold were made from single primary auditory nerve fibres in the guinea pig cochlea. For all fibres, a simple square law provided the best statistical fit to the data near threshold, regardless of spontaneous fibrin rate of the fibre. In no case was a better fit obtained with an exponent greater than 2. We conclude that a simple square law is an accurate description of the underlying synaptic drive to all primary auditory nerve fibres. For fibres with very low spontaneous firing rates the best square law fit near threshold frequently led to the formal mathematical estimate of a negative firing rate as the asymptotic value of the spontaneous firing rate. The 'negative spontaneous rate' of low spontaneous rate fibres derived from curve fitting can be conceptualized by postulating that for sound pressures well below threshold in these fibres the underlying synaptic drive lies below a threshold value at a site determining action potential generation.